ProtonPACS from Radsource featuring

High Performance Image Viewing
ProtonPACS featuring InteleViewer™ enables fast and streamlined interpretation,
anywhere, anytime, and for any case. Designed to provide robust, high performance
for both onsite and remote reading, InteleViewer boosts reading productivity by
supporting all medical imaging cases on a single reading and reporting platform.
InteleViewer delivers robust and powerful image display for all imaging modalities,
using web-enabled smart and flexible technology that quickly delivers current and
prior images to the desktop. Highly customizable and extendable, ProtonPACS is a
scalable solution that can meet the needs of any size imaging department.
PROTONPACS FEATURING INTELEVIEWER OFFERS
› Flexible worklists to manage individual, sub-specialty and group case loads.
› Maximum workflow efficiency and embedded critical results management.
› Enhanced service delivery to referring physicians with consistent and structured radiology reports
and images, better collaboration and communication tools, and more time for consultations.
› Industry-leading customer service and support provided by the ProtonPACS in-house team
of experts.

By combining award-winning PACS software with proactive support, speech recognition, report
delivery and guaranteed secure archiving, ProtonPACS delivers a fully functional and flexible PACS
solution in a cost effective fee per study model. The service is fully managed and maintained by
the ProtonPACS team, greatly reducing your IT needs, and is uniquely engineered for maximum
speed and the elimination of downtime. ProtonPACS is fully regulatory compliant and seamlessly
communicates with any information system.
With no required upfront capital investment or ongoing fees for licensing, updates or maintenance,
contact us to find out how you can start saving today!

Call us at 615-376-7502 or e-mail pacs@radsource.us.

FULLY-FEATURED UNIFIED READING PLATFORM
››Balance workloads by unifying all cases into a single reading
solution.
››Optimize the reading process with customizable InteleViewer
worklist to manage study parking, order management, and
flexible filters.
››Improve efficiency with user relevancy and robust hanging
protocols.
››Reduce costs and complexity with automated priors handling
and results delivery.

INTELEVIEWER WORKLIST PROVIDES A
CUSTOMIZABLE READING ENVIRONMENT
THAT BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY.

CONSOLIDATED SUBSPECIALTY READING
››Improve decision-making from any location through high-speed
visualization and embedded advanced 3D volumetric reading.
››Review patients’ response to treatment through image
comparison across multiple modalities.
››Quick and easy access to prior studies for side-by-side
comparison.

FLEXIBLE REPORTING WITH EMBEDDED TOOLS

HIGH PERFORMANCE INTELEVIEWER OFFERS
EMBEDDED SUB-SPECIALTY TOOLS AND
MULTI-STEP HANGING PROTOCOLS.

››Increase efficiency with seamlessly embedded Multi-Method
Reporting™ voice recognition or digital dictation.
››Streamline reporting processes with customizable report
templates and auto-population of fields (based on HL7 data).
››Enhance communication with colleagues and clinicians using
remote collaboration tools.

RADSOURCE SERVICE & EXPERTISE – WE GET IT!
Radsource is one of the most trusted names in imaging, earning a reputation for both advanced
technology and unmatched support. Radsource service has and will continue to be a key differentiator.
Our proven track record of going above and beyond each and every day sets us apart from the
competition…go ahead, ask any one of our customers.

PROTONPACS…IT JUST WORKS!
ProtonPACS is easy, scalable, cost efficient and always ready when you are.
For more details, call us at 615-376-7502 or e-mail pacs@radsource.us.

